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ABSTRACT

Bug-related user reviews of mobile applications have negative influence on their reputation and competence, and thus these reviews are highly regarded by developers. Before bug fixing, developers need to manually reproduce the bugs reported in user reviews, which is an extremely time-consuming and tedious task. Hence, it is highly expected to automate this process. However, it is challenging to do so since user reviews are hard to understand and poorly informative for bug reproduction (especially lack of reproduction steps). In this paper, we propose RepRev to automatically Reproduce Android application bugs from user Reviews. Specifically, RepRev leverages natural language processing techniques to extract valuable information for bug reproduction. Then, it ranks GUI components by semantic similarity with the user review and dynamically searches on apps with a novel one-step exploration technique. To evaluate RepRev, we construct a benchmark including 63 crash-related user reviews from Google Play, which have been reproduced successfully by three graduate students. On this benchmark, RepRev presents comparable performance with humans, which successfully reproduces 44 user reviews in our benchmark (about 70%) with 432.2 seconds average time. We make the implementation of our approach publicly available, along with the artifacts and experimental data we used [4].
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1 INTRODUCTION

Negative user reviews, especially bug-related ones, may influence the reputation of mobile applications and prevent users from downloading it. As shown in a survey, 5% of users will abandon the app after encountering bugs [9]. Thus, the app developers have to fix the bugs mentioned in user reviews as soon as possible. After receiving a bug-related user review, the first step is to compose test cases for bug reproduction. This process involves many human efforts, including natural language comprehension, app usage knowledge and test case composition. It is expected to relieve developers from this time-consuming and tedious task with some automated approaches.

There is much previous work [9, 10, 21] on mining or categorizing user reviews from app stores to help developers understand users’ requests in time. Some work also tries to link bug-related user reviews to relevant code snippets [34] or stack traces [15]. These work demonstrates the possibility of utilizing user reviews in app quality assessment and assurance.

In this work, we aim to design an automated approach to reproduce bugs from user reviews. To this end, we first conduct an empirical study to understand: 1) how end-users describe crash bugs and 2) the challenges in reproducing crashes from user reviews. To answer the first question, we inspect 3,497 bug-related reviews (Dataset I) from Google Play, and summarize three characteristics of user reviews in perspective of bug reproduction (discussed in detail in Section 2). To answer the second question, we construct a benchmark including 63 bug-related user reviews, which have been reproduced manually. By examining these reviews, we find out the following challenges: 1) Extracting useful information from noisy user reviews. User reviews usually contain irrelevant contents to the crash, e.g., users’ complaints. It is challenging to distinguish useful information for bug reproduction from the noise. 2) Leveraging limited useful information to reproduce crashes. In most cases, user reviews do not contain concrete reproduction steps and are
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poorly informative for bug reproduction. Considering the huge and unbounded GUI space of an app, it is challenging to effectively reproduce the crash with such limited useful information.

To tackle the challenges and achieve our goal, we propose RepRev to automatically reproduce Android application bugs from user Reviews. Firstly, RepRev reduces the noise and extracts the most useful information from user reviews by exploiting several natural language processing techniques. Then, a guided search strategy with one-step exploration is designed to effectively trigger the bugs. The search strategy mainly consists of two techniques: 1) GUI component ranking. It ranks current GUI components on screen by its semantic similarity with bug description in the user review. 2) one-step exploration. It enhances information about a GUI component by interacting with it when the components on the current screen lack of enough information to guide the exploration. We implement RepRev and evaluate it on the benchmark aforementioned. It successfully reproduces 44 out of 63 user reviews (about 70%) with an average time of 432.2 seconds. The experimental results indicate that RepRev could be useful in assisting developers with automated bug reproduction from user reviews.

This paper makes the following contributions:

1. Two datasets of user reviews are collected and open to the research community [4]. Through an empirical study on them, the characteristics of bug-related user reviews are summarized in the perspective of bug reproduction. These results can help the developers to understand how non-technical end-users describe the crashes they encountered.

2. We propose a novel approach RepRev to automatically reproducing crashes with a depth-first search guided by user reviews. Specifically, RepRev extracts informative words from user reviews and uses these words to rank each GUI component in the search. A one-step exploration technique is proposed to further improve the efficiency of our search.

3. RepRev is implemented and evaluated on the benchmark. It presents comparable performance as human developers, which successfully reproduces 44 user reviews in our benchmark (about 70%) with an average time of 432.2 seconds.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an empirical study on bug-related user reviews. Section 3 introduces our approach in detail. In Section 4, we present the experimental results of RepRev and discuss some limitations in Section 5. Eventually, we introduce the related work about our research in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section, we conduct an empirical study on bug-related user reviews to explore: (i) how users describe the crash bugs; and (ii) the challenges to reproduce crash bugs from user reviews.

2.1 Data Collection

Two datasets of bug-related user reviews are used in our empirical study. Dataset I is taken from the public resource [16], which contains 288,065 user reviews from Google Play, involving 395 open source apps. Following the data collection practice in recent work [21], we filter with keyword "crash" and collect 3,497 (about 1.2%) crash bug-related reviews in total.

Dataset II, including 16,383 user reviews, is collected by ourselves. Table 1 shows the details of the apps we choose and the number of user reviews of each app. We choose two most popular open source apps from each category in Google Play. We then collect the reviews between 2015 and 2019 for each app and filter 292 bug-related (about 1.78%) user reviews with the same method on Dataset I. After that, we recruit three graduate students to reproduce the bugs manually. As a result, we successfully reproduce at least one bug for 17 apps. Thus, our benchmark is established on the user reviews from these 17 apps.

We collect open source apps since we need to inspect both the stack trace and source code to validate whether the crash is exactly the one reported in the user review. But RepRev can also apply to the apps without source code.

2.2 Characteristics of Bug-Related User Reviews

To understand how users describe the bugs they encounter, we carefully inspect the bug-related reviews. Specifically, three graduate students are invited to this task. Each participant independently read each review and label what characteristics are exhibited by the review. After labeling, we manually go through the labels to find out the conflicts. Once the conflict of a label is detected, the participants are asked to discuss the results with the aim of reaching a consensus. Afterwards, we update characteristics for each review according to the decisions taken during the discussion. The characteristics are summarized into three categories:

1. Characteristic 1: Containing A Lot of Noises. Noise words, such as misspelled, repetitive, and garbled characters, are frequently observed in user reviews since most of them are casually written by users with mobile interfaces. Moreover, users may describe not only the bugs they encounter but also their complaints, suggestions, and other topics like the price. These bug-irrelevant contents can also be regarded as noise. Considering Case 1 in Fig. 1, the user...
Challenge 1: Extracting Useful Information from Noisy User Reviews

To better understand the challenges in reproducing crashes from user reviews, we try to manually reproduce crashes in the 292 bug-related reviews in Dataset II. Since users rarely describe the device, Android OS, and OS version (Characteristic 2), we choose the most recent 4 versions of the app before the date of the user review posted. In terms of OS, we only consider the official Android OS released by Google. Since the reviews we collect range between 2015 to 2019, we choose the 5 dominated OS versions in this period as our target, including Android 6.0, 7.0, 7.1, 8.0 and 8.1 [26]. As a result, we have 20 different configurations for each app. Three graduate students were recruited to manually reproduce crashes from these bug-related reviews. Each of the participants had more than half a year experience in Android development. For each bug-related user review, we allow a participant to explore a configuration in 30 minutes to reproduce the crash. If the participant cannot reproduce the crash in all configurations, we consider the crash reported in the review as unreproducible. Overall, the reproduction of the 292 bug-related user reviews costs us about 2 man-months.

As a result, 63 out of 292 (23.2%) bug-related user reviews are successfully reproduced by at least one participant in one configuration, as shown in Table 1. We notice that the success rate is not very high and some failures may be due to hardware specific issues or other unknown reasons. Thus, we mainly focus on these 63 reviews to summarize the challenges of user review reproduction:

Challenge 1: Extracting Useful Information from Noisy User Reviews. Intuitively, to reproduce the crash reported in a user review, we need to extract the actions that users take and the states of the app before it crashes. In the remainder of this paper, we define the actions and the states as useful information for crash reproduction. However, as we have summarized in the Characteristic 1, bug-related user reviews have a lot of noises, which inevitably makes the extraction of useful information challenging.

Challenge 2: Leveraging limited useful information to reproduce bugs. As discussed in Characteristic 2, in most cases, users only describe the last action they take or the last state of an app before a crash happens. In other words, the useful information in user reviews that can be leveraged for crash reproduction is limited. Considering the huge and unbounded GUI space of an app, how to effectively leverage such limited useful information for reproduction becomes challenging. Also, it is well-known that there exists a lexical gap between natural language and software artifacts [18, 27, 32, 34]. In this crash reproduction scenario, the lexical gap also exists between user reviews and the artifacts of an app, as users do not have a professional Android development background. The lexical gap makes the task more challenging.

3 Approach

In this section, we present our approach, named RepRev, to reproduce crashes from bug-related user reviews. RepRev takes a bug-related user review as input, and outputs a test case script that can reproduce the bug and its related stack trace. In the following, we first provide an overview of RepRev and elaborate on

**Figure 1: Examples of bug-related user reviews.**

This app is cancer I’ve spent hours trying to get it to work and when I finally do it turns the screen sideways and the app crashes. This app is total garbage.

Click reset progress option in cards crashes the app.

Still consistently crashes after synching.

It is crashing when I try to add a photo from camera.

Crash when a photo is added.

**Case 2: Missing Key Specifications of Bugs**

Click reset progress option in cards crashes the app.

**Case 3: Missing Key Specifications of Bugs**

Still consistently crashes after synching.

**Case 4: Describing Actions with Specific Patterns**

It is crashing when I try to add a photo from camera.

**Case 5: Describing Actions with Specific Patterns**

Crash when a photo is added.
how RepRev addresses the two challenges discussed in section 2. Then, we illustrate the techniques and algorithms in detail.

3.1 Overview

The workflow of RepRev is shown in Fig. 2. Taken a bug-related user review as input, RepRev operates in two phases to reproduce a crash: user review processing and guided search.

In the user review processing phase, a two-pronged approach is designed to address the first Challenge. 1) **Grammar Analysis.** There are grammar patterns on how the bugs are described (Characteristic 3). Therefore, we leverage the dependency parsing technique to identify typical patterns. However, the state-of-the-art dependency parsing technique is not robust to noisy inputs like user reviews. To this end, we further design a novel normalization method to clean the user review before adopting dependency parsing techniques. Details are presented in section 3.2. 2) **Token Frequency Analysis.** Solely relying on grammar pattern is not enough, as we may miss some informative words due to the limitation of dependency parsing techniques. Hence, we design a simple yet effective token frequency analysis technique to identify more informative words. The outputs of these two steps are merged as a set of words, serving as guidance to reproduce the crash.

In the second phase, a guided search algorithm is proposed to leverage the extracted information from a user review to reproduce the bugs described in user review. The algorithm is built upon the depth-first search strategy, which in essence mimics how users interact with an app [8, 33]. At each step of the search, unlike existing test input generation techniques that choose the next action randomly or with the aim at pursuing a high code coverage [13, 25, 30], we choose the next action with the guidance of extracted informative words. The process algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. There are two steps in this phase: Grammar Analysis (line 1-3) and Token Frequency Analysis (line 4-5).

To further improve the search efficiency, we design two optimization strategies: 1) state abstraction which avoids searching equivalent GUIs, and 2) loop breaking which avoids too many invalid searches in the same window. The search terminates when the bug reported in the user review is reproduced or the time limit is reached. If RepRev successfully reproduces a bug, it outputs the test case to trigger the bug and the corresponding stack trace.

3.2 User Review Processing

In this phase, RepRev takes a user review as input, and extracts informative words from the user review. The process algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. There are two steps in this phase: Grammar Analysis (line 1-3) and Token Frequency Analysis (line 4-5).

3.2.1 Grammar Analysis. As we have discussed in Section 2, user reviews are rather noisy (Characteristic 1), which inevitably hurts the performance of any dependency parsing technique. In order to overcome this, we normalize the input user review (line 1), before adopting a dependency parsing technique. Specifically, given an input app, we first extract a complete list of its pre-defined GUI components text from the UI configuration file of the app, i.e.,
res/values/public.xml. Note that when the source code of the app is not available, the UI configuration file can also be obtained with Android reverse engineering tools, e.g., apktool [3]. Then, for each GUI component, we check whether it is mentioned in the user review. If so, we replace the words in the user review with a single word “button”. It is important to note that such a replacement would not change the grammatical structure of the user review.

Instead, it facilitates the dependency parsing techniques to identify grammar patterns in the user review accurately. In addition, we also try to identify user’s actions, such as click, tap and scroll. We manually establish a corpus of commonly used action words by examining hundreds of user reviews. During normalization, we also enumerate each action keyword in the corpus and check whether it is mentioned in the user review. If so, we replace it with its standard form in the corpus. In this way, both the actions and GUI components are normalized to facilitate further analysis. Take a user review saying “crash when access /r/all” as an example, where “/r/all” is the name of a pre-defined component on the app. After normalization, it is transformed into “crash when click button”. Obviously, it is much easier for a dependency parser to parse the normalized version than the original one.

After the normalization of the user review, we identify specific grammar patterns in it with a state-of-the-art dependency parsing technique, and extract informative words from the patterns (line 2-3). Firstly, we parse the user review into a dependency tree. The dependency tree depicts the grammatical structure of a sentence and defines the relation between each pair of words. Fig. 3 shows a dependency tree of a user review, where a directed edge between two words indicates that the source word depends on the target word with a specific relation. We extract the two grammar patterns that we discuss in Characteristic 3: verb-object structure and passive nominal subject structure. In addition to these two patterns, we also observe that some informative words are represented by the modifier relation. Considering the example in Fig. 3, while “add” and “photo” can be extracted by verb-object structure, another informative word “camera” needs to be extracted by its modifier relation with the word “add”. To obtain informative words altogether, we also extract these modifiers relations in our approach. Finally, we collect all the words that are involved in the extracted patterns.

While this method works for most user reviews, there are still some cases where informative words are missed. For example, in Case 3 in Fig 1, the word “synching” cannot be extracted by this method. To overcome this limitation, we further design the following token frequency analysis step.

3.2.2 Token Frequency Analysis. Intuitively, words that frequently occur in an app’s user reviews but rarely occur in the other apps are likely to be valuable. We design a statistical method to identify informative words in the bug-related user review based on this intuition, which is inspired by the term frequency inverse-document frequency (TF-IDF) technique [29, 32]. Specifically, we consider all user reviews of an app as a document (including non-bug-related user reviews). Given the data we collect in Section 2, we establish a collection of documents. Taking a bug-related user review as input, we assign each word in the review a score with the following equation:

\[
\text{Score}(w) = \frac{\text{freq}_{\text{doc}}(w)}{\text{freq}_{\text{corpus}}(w)},
\]

where \(\text{freq}_{\text{doc}}\) and \(\text{freq}_{\text{corpus}}\) denote the frequency of word \(w\) in the document (all the user reviews of an app) and in the corpus (a collection of documents), respectively. For those words that solely appear in an app’s user reviews, we assign their scores as 1. Finally, those words that have scores larger than a threshold are considered informative. Considering the Case 3 in Fig 1, the word “synching” refers to a synchronization function of the app, and it is frequently mentioned in the user reviews of this app. As a result, this word has the highest score in the review and consequently, it is regarded as an informative word.

The outputs of the Grammar Analysis and Token Frequency Analysis are merged, serving as guidance in the next phase.

3.3 Guided Search

In the guided search phase, given the extracted informative words as input, we propose a guided search algorithm to effectively explore
the GUI space of the app to reproduce a crash. The algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 2.

3.3.1 Depth-First Search. The guided search algorithm is built on the depth-first strategy, which aims to explore an app’s functionalities thoroughly. The depth-first search starts from the initial page of an app. At each step of the search, we extract the GUI components on current GUI. Then, the components will be recursively explored in a depth-first manner through interacting with a component which makes transition to a new GUI. The process ends when we cannot reach any new GUI. To this end, the search can systematically explore the app functionalities. Interested readers can refer to [8] for more details about the depth-first search strategy.

3.3.2 Rank GUI Components by User Review. The original depth-first search only randomly selects a GUI component to explore at each step of the search, which is not efficient. In our scenario, user reviews can be leveraged to guide the search and improve the search efficiency, because they provide useful information for crash reproduction. We propose to rank GUI components based on the extracted informative words from a user review and explore those GUI components with higher rankings first.

To rank GUI components, we calculate a score for each of them with respect to the informative words. Typically, a GUI component has 3 attributes: Text, Description and Resource Id. We represent a GUI component as a set of words. Since the Text attribute is shown on the screen, the users usually mention a GUI component with its Text attribute. If the Text attribute of it is not empty, all words in Text are added into the word set to present this GUI component; else all words in both Description and Resource Id are added. Then, the score of a GUI component is calculated by summing over its similarity scores to each informative word:

\[ \text{Score}(c) = \sum_{w_i \in w} \text{Similarity}(w_i, c), \]

where \( c \) denotes the word set of a GUI component, \( w \) denotes the set of informative words of a user review, and \( \text{Similarity}(w_i, c) \) measures the similarity between an informative word and the GUI component. To bridge the lexical gap between user reviews and GUI components, we leverage the word2vec techniques to measure the similarity between an informative word and a GUI component. In addition, we observe that the word sets of GUI components are usually short in length and different GUI components share many words. Thus, the more frequently a word appears in different components, the less capable it is of distinguishing a GUI component from others. Based on this observation, we measure the similarity between an informative word and a GUI component as follows:

\[ \text{Similarity}(w_i, c) = \max_{w_j \in c} \left( \frac{\cos(w_i, w_j)}{\text{freq}_{\text{app}}(w_j)} \right), \]

where \( w_j \) denotes the \( j \)-th word in the GUI component, \( w_i \) and \( w_j \) denote the word embeddings of word \( w_i \) and \( w_j \), \( \text{freq}_{\text{app}}(w_j) \) denotes the frequency of \( w_j \) appearing in all the GUI components of the app. Moreover, we set a threshold (0.6) for \( \text{Similarity} \) and set it as 0 when it is lower than the threshold.

3.3.3 One-Step Exploration. As we have discussed in Section 2, bug-related user reviews usually only describe the last action or the last state before a crash happens. Such limited information makes it difficult to rank GUI components accurately in the very early stage of the search. Take a bug-related user review from an app Ankidroid [2] as an example, there are partial steps to reproduce the crash reported here, which we present in Fig. 4. In the left GUI in Fig. 4, the scores of GUI components calculated with equation 2 are all zeros, as none of them are similar to the information from user review (“add a photo from camera”). In these circumstances, instead of randomly interacting with GUI components, we design a novel one-step exploration technique to enhance the information of each GUI component in the current GUI and decide on the next action based on the enhanced information.

Specifically, at each step of the search, when the scores of GUI components \( C \) are all zeros, RepRev interacts with each of them in an arbitrary order. If an interaction of a GUI component \( c \) leads to a previously unseen GUI, we augment the representation of \( c \) with the representations of all the GUI components \( C_{\text{new}} \) in the new GUI. Then, we re-calculate the score of the GUI component \( c \) based on its updated representation. If an interaction does not lead to a previously unseen GUI, we keep the score of the GUI component unchanged. Having interacted with all the GUI components \( C \), we re-rank them based on their updated scores. Considering the example in Fig. 4, the GUI component outlined in red on the left, is ranked to the first one through the one-step exploration.

3.3.4 Optimizations. The GUI space of an Android app is known to be huge and unbounded. To improve the search efficiency, we further propose two optimization techniques, presented as follows.

GUI Abstraction. We propose the GUI abstraction technique to merge similar GUIs, aiming to reduce the number of different GUIs. First, following the practice in [30], RepRev omits minor changes in GUI [30], including content change of TextViews/EditTexts and UI property changes (e.g., the checked property of RatioButtons and CheckBoxes). Second, RepRev conducts abstraction on dynamic list views, one of the most common components in Android applications. A dynamic list view is a set of items containing texts or images, and users are allowed to add items or delete items on the fly. Heuristically, users interact with the items within a dynamic list view in the same way. Hence, list views are abstracted to containing only one item within them whenever they are not empty.
Loop Breaking in same window. Typically, an Android app comprises lots of Activities. During execution, each activity is assigned a window in which the activity draws its GUI, and different GUIs can be drawn in the same window. A typical example is music player applications. Usually, when playing a song and jumping to the next, the view hierarchy of the GUI screen will update, but the window object stays the same (if the window stack is not refreshed at the moment). Since the dynamic exploration identifies each new screen by its view hierarchy, it will create an infinite loop on the same window (i.e., the same scenario), and dramatically reduce the search efficiency. In our experience, staying in the same window for five actions is long enough in normal usage on apps. Hence, when the search loops in the same window over five times, we iteratively interact with components on the screen (and back button) until jumping out of the window. Specifically, we differentiate windows according to their addresses in window stack which can be obtained with a command adb dumpsys top activity.

Additionally, we demote a component that leads to a side menu. Side menus, officially named navigation drawers [14], are used for quick navigation between top-level functionalities. To avoid too many transitions between different functionalities, we delay the interaction with side menus.

4 EVALUATION

We implement RepRev as a publicly available tool [4]. In the user review processing phase, the Stanford CoreNLP framework [24] is used to parse user reviews into dependency trees. The threshold in the token frequency analysis is set to 0.3. In the guided search phase, the python wrapper of Android uiautomator2 [5] is applied in the token frequency analysis is set to 0.3. In the guided search phase, the python wrapper of Android uiautomator2 [5] is applied to inject click, scroll and input events into apps. Word embedding is implemented in Python with Gensim library [1] and is pre-trained on the Google News dataset [12]. The dimension of word embedding is set to 100. The ADB command is used to dump the stack traces (adb logcat) and to monitor the state of emulators. We conduct evaluations on Android emulators running on Ubuntu 14.04. To evaluate the effectiveness of RepRev, we explore the following research questions:

RQ1. Can RepRev reproduce crashes from user reviews?
RQ2. How efficient is RepRev for crash reproduction?
RQ3. How effective are the techniques we proposed in RepRev?

4.1 RQ1: Review Reproduction

To answer the RQ1, we evaluate RepRev on user reviews from Dataset II. Given a user review in the benchmark, RepRev runs on 20 configurations (aforementioned in Section 2.3) of the app until the crash is reproduced, or the time limit is reached. Then, we manually examine the stack trace and the action sequences of a crash to validate whether it is the one reported in the user review. In practice, we first set up the app, e.g., user authentication, before running RepRev. The time limit is set as two hours for each configuration.

As shown in Table 2, RepRev successfully reproduces 44 crashes posted in the user reviews out of the total 63 ones (about 70%). It is noticed that RepRev reproduces all 16 reviews that could be reproduced with no more than 2 actions, 24 out of 38 reviews (63%) that with 3 or 4 actions, and 4 out of 9 reviews (44%) that need more...
than 4 actions. To understand the source of failures, we further analyze all the failure cases and summarize their causes:

**Comprehension of natural language in user review.** There are 8 cases where our approach missed correct event sequences because of its limitation on natural language comprehension. For example, a review says "...crash when seeing the transaction detail if you have more then 4 level of sub account". It seems easy for human to perceive the description 'more than 4 level', but RepRev is unable to generate the correct actions. Our approach fails on these highly abstract descriptions resulting from its lack of understanding of natural language. Another example is a review from a web browser application saying that "This app is useless wait crashes every time I load a heavy website...". To reproduce the crash, human tried many "heavy" websites, e.g., the website with many images. However, generating this kind of input is non-trivial for our approach without some domain knowledge. Actually, this case is out of the scope of our work in this paper.

**Unsupported Operations.** There are two cases where it requires some actions outside the app to reproduce the crash. Specifically, in these two cases, it is required to choose local files from the file browser in Android system but our approach does not support these system actions. There are three cases caused by the limitation of the depth-first search. The depth-first search only explores a functionality of an app once. However, if a bug can only be reproduced with repetitive actions, the depth-first search can never reproduce it. For example, a user review says that "My app gets crashed when trying to record audio". To reproduce the crash, two conditions need to be satisfied: (1) tab the Play button right after Record button, (2) repeat the "record-and-play" action twice. This example requires using the "record-and-replay" functionality twice.

**Other causes.** Non-deterministic bugs (3 cases). The non-deterministic bugs are common in Android applications and cause some failures of RepRev. We inspect the exploration process of these cases and find that RepRev generates correct event sequences, but the crash does not happen in our experiment for unknown environmental reasons, e.g., network state, hardware, etc. Additionally, we run these cases another two times but still fail to reproduce the crash.

Time interval (3 cases). There are two cases where the precise time interval is critical for bug reproduction. For example, a user review says that "Recently app crashes after download is finished". According to our manual reproduction experience, users need to wait on the same GUI until the download has finished in order to trigger the crash. In our approach, we set fixed time interval between actions so we fail to capture the precise timing to take the next action. Actually, the information about the time interval between actions is hardly mentioned in user reviews. This problem can be mitigated by defining some heuristic rules to predict time intervals; for example, if we recognize a download scenario, RepRev needs to wait until the download finishes.

### 4.2 RQ2: Efficiency

To evaluate the efficiency of RepRev in reproducing crashes, we select 44 successfully reproduced reviews by RepRev. To establish the baseline, we also record the time that human participants spend on reproducing each crash.

---

1 The user misspelled. "then" should be "than".

---

As shown in Table 2, RepRev is able to reproduce a crash in 423.2 seconds on average, while the averaged manual reproduction time is 169.4 seconds. Such results are expected since RepRev needs to explore a larger number of actions during reproduction. Hopefully, RepRev reproduces one-touch crash (22.2 seconds on average) faster than human developers (74.3 seconds) since it identifies the bug-related component more quickly (one-touch crash refers to the crash triggered by only one action). By the way, we find that humans also spend more time on the crashes that RepRev fails to reproduce. As shown in Fig. 5, manual reproduction time on failure cases of RepRev is larger than that on the successful cases of RepRev. It means that these cases are complex and need deep understanding of user reviews.

Although RepRev takes more time than human in average, it is still useful to developers. First, RepRev is fully automated and can relieve developers from the painstaking and tedious process of bug reproduction, especially when the correct configuration of the app is unknown. Secondly, RepRev can be integrated with a watchdog in app stores (e.g., Google Play, App Store). Whenever a bug-related review is posted, the watchdog can detect it and launch RepRev to generate a test case for reproducing the reported bug. Then, the user reviews along with the test case can be delivered to developers.

### 4.3 RQ3: Effectiveness

We conduct an ablation study on RepRev to evaluate the effectiveness of two techniques: one-step exploration and user review processing. When the one-step exploration is ablated, we randomly interacts with a GUI component when the scores are all zeros. We denote this variant of RepRev as RepRev1. When the user review processing is ablated, RepRev simply tokenizes a user review, and all the resultant words serve as guidance words in the next guided search phase. We denote this variant as RepRev2.

---

As shown in Table 3, the ablation study results. "#Reproduced" indicates the number of successfully reproduced reviews. "Averaged Time" indicates the averaged time to reproduce a review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>#Reproduced</th>
<th>Averaged Time(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RepRev</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>432.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RepRev1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>547.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RepRev2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>469.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

As shown in Table 2, RepRev is able to reproduce a crash in 423.2 seconds on average, while the averaged manual reproduction time is 169.4 seconds. Such results are expected since RepRev needs to explore a larger number of actions during reproduction. Hopefully, RepRev reproduces one-touch crash (22.2 seconds on average) faster than human developers (74.3 seconds) since it identifies the bug-related component more quickly (one-touch crash refers to the crash triggered by only one action). By the way, we find that humans also spend more time on the crashes that RepRev fails to reproduce. As shown in Fig. 5, manual reproduction time on failure cases of RepRev is larger than that on the successful cases of RepRev. It means that these cases are complex and need deep understanding of user reviews.

Although RepRev takes more time than human in average, it is still useful to developers. First, RepRev is fully automated and can relieve developers from the painstaking and tedious process of bug reproduction, especially when the correct configuration of the app is unknown. Secondly, RepRev can be integrated with a watchdog in app stores (e.g., Google Play, App Store). Whenever a bug-related review is posted, the watchdog can detect it and launch RepRev to generate a test case for reproducing the reported bug. Then, the user reviews along with the test case can be delivered to developers.
RepRev\textsubscript{1} and RepRev\textsubscript{2} are evaluated on our benchmark of user reviews. As shown in Table 3, RepRev\textsubscript{1} only reproduces 39 crashes. The cause for the five additional failures compared with RepRev (44) is that RepRev\textsubscript{1} takes more time in exploring the functionalities that are irrelevant to the crash when the scores are all zeros, and thus cannot reproduce the crash before the time limit is reached. Moreover, the average time for reproduction increases by 42.65\% compared with that of RepRev. This result demonstrates the effectiveness of the one-step exploration technique in enhancing the representations of GUI components and guiding the exploration.

In terms of RepRev\textsubscript{2}, it only reproduces 41 crashes and the average reproduction time increases by 30.0\% compared with RepRev. One additional failure is caused by incorrect tokenization of user review. Specifically, a user reports that a crash is caused by “using OSM:Cyclemap”, where “OSM:Cyclemap” is the name of a GUI component in the app. With a conventional tokenizer, the phrase is tokenized as three words, namely “OSM”, “Cyclemap”, which can mislead RepRev\textsubscript{2} to other components with similar names (e.g., “Cyclemap”, “Cyclemap allowed”, “of cyclemap”). Thus, RepRev\textsubscript{2} spends much time in exploring the irrelevant components and fail to reproduce the crash within time limit. With the user review processing technique, the keyword “OSM:Cyclemap” is retained (since we identify the name of components before any further processing) and guides the exploration effectively. In another two failures, the reviews contain lots of words (147 and 213 words, respectively) and most of the words describe bug-irrelevant contents. For example, a user mentions four irrelevant functionalities (i.e., “language”, “settings”, “category” and “the online tab”) in one review, which misguides RepRev\textsubscript{2}. The result indicates that the user review processing technique can improve the effectiveness of our approach.

5 DISCUSSION

Limitations & Future Work. While RepRev is effective in reproducing bugs reported in user reviews, it is still tied to certain limitations. First, RepRev currently only supports three basic types of interactions: click, swipe and text input. However, there exists some bugs where sophisticated GUI interactions like drag, system events interactions like incoming messages, and interactions with system applications are required. Given the general design of RepRev, we believe that it can be extended to support these interactions. Second, RepRev does not have an in-depth understanding of the given user review and the app under test. It would cause several failures that were discussed in Section 4.1. To mitigate this problem, the advanced techniques for Natural Language Processing based on deep learning can be leveraged to extract the useful information more accurately. In addition, recently proposed approaches to automatically recognize app’s usage scenarios can also be adopted to improve the understanding of the app under test [20]. We leave the exploration of these techniques to improve RepRev as our future work. Third, RepRev currently focuses on reproducing crash bugs. In order to reproduce those non-crash bugs, we are suffering from the missing test oracles problem. One promising solution could be incorporating with developers to specify test oracles for bug-related reviews and running RepRev to reproduce the bug.

Threats to Validity. The primary internal threat arises from the empirical study in Section 2. It requires participants to summarize the characteristics of bug-related user reviews and challenges in automated bug reproduction. To mitigate this threat, we first ask each participant to work independently. Then, we open a discussion with the participants to reach a consensus on the characteristics and the challenges. After that, we re-label the bug-related user reviews based on the decisions made during discussion. When it comes to external threats which concern about the generalization of evaluation results, we only evaluate RepRev on 63 bug-related user reviews. This limitation is an artifact of complexity in constructing the benchmark, as we have to manually reproduce bugs from user reviews. To mitigate this threat, we sample popular open source Android apps. Most of them are downloaded over one million times. To this end, RepRev should generalize to the other Android apps. In terms of the construct validity, to make the evaluation and study replicable, we make RepRev’s source code, Dataset I, Dataset II and all the experimental results publicly available [4].

6 RELATED WORK

Mining User Reviews on App Stores. Many approaches have been proposed to mine and categorize user reviews in app stores to help developers know better about user requests or complaints in time [9, 10, 21]. Typically, they link bug-related user reviews to relevant code snippets [34] and stack traces [15]. For example, Ehsan et al. introduce the concept key topic of user review which are the topics that influence the app ratings most [10]. Yu et al. proposed ReviewSolver to locate problematic code of functional errors with user reviews [34]. Some works also leverage user reviews to prioritize static warnings [32], or link the crash-related information reported in both user feedback and stack traces[15]. While these work focuses on involving user review into app evolution process, none of them directly generate test cases from user review to automatically reproduce the crash reported by users. And it fundamentally differs RepRev from these prior works.

Automated Test Case Generation on Android. The dynamic search process in our approach shares some similarity with automated test case generation tools on Android. These tools aim for high coverage and the ability to detect bugs. They can be grouped into three categories based on their strategy to generate events: random exploration, model-based exploration and search-based exploration. Random test case generation tools [13, 22, 25], as its name shows, generate GUI actions randomly. They can generate events frequently, including invalid events, to test the robustness of the app. Model-based test case generation tools [6, 8, 17, 19, 30] explore the behavior of an app with the guidance of a GUI model, e.g., finite state machine, to generate only valid actions. Search-based test case generation tools [7, 23, 31] aim to synthesize some cases that can be hardly covered by two methods above, e.g., specific input, with specific techniques such as symbolic execution.

Recently, researchers have proposed automated approaches to reproduce crashes from bug reports [11, 35]. These approaches heavily rely on the concrete reproduction steps described in bug reports to reproduce bugs. However, as we have shown in Section 2, reproduction steps are usually missed in user review posted by non-technical end users. To overcome this problem, we propose various techniques, e.g., token frequency analysis and one-step exploration to effectively reproduce crashes reported in user reviews.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose RepRev, an automated bug reproduction method, to help Android app developers reproduce the bugs described in user reviews. We conduct a large-scale empirical study on user reviews posted on Google Play. By reading and reproducing more than 3,000 bug-related user reviews, three characteristics and two challenges in bug reproduction are summarized. With these insights on user reviews, RepRev leverages various natural language processing techniques to extract useful information from user review, which is then used to guide the exploration on target app to reproduce the bug. The prototype system of RepRev is implemented, which successfully reproduces 44 out of 63 human-reproduced bugs. And, its time cost is comparable with manual bug reproduction process. It indicates that RepRev could be useful for developers to reproduce bug-related user reviews.
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